Jaka Lounge agency is providing complete human resource management support for companies. We put
our special focus on high-quality selection process while we believe that knowledge and competencies
bring brilliant results only when they’re combined with adequate motivation. We are supporting our client
OSM:

We strongly believe that every team member counts and our focus is rather on keeping OSM people happy
and engaged, then bringing as many people in as possible. OSM is small but powerful and compact team
that has been doing a great job for the past 10 years.
We are developing and growing and thus looking for new members:

Lead Senior Software Engineer
You will work as lead full stack developer on a large web application and be responsible for system
architecture design.
Responsibilities:
o

o
o

o

o
o
o

Design system architecture. Come up, review and provide expert opinion on high-level architectural
decisions
Implement optimized and maintainable web application features and components using JavaScript
Involve in all development processes within the team. Investigate and suggest improvements to our
development, deployment, testing tools and processes
Accurately estimate work time-frames and collaborate with project resource planning to ensure
allocations sync up with project requirements and budgeted scope
Share knowledge and ideas with the team
Write and maintain project documentation
Value team excellence over individual productivity

Required skills and experience:
-

Thorough knowledge of object-oriented programming patterns
Practical skills for applying OO principles in JavaScript
Professional experience with server-side JavaScript – Node.js
Understanding of HTTP and experience in design, development and scaling of API endpoints
Professional experience with some of the popular JavaScript frameworks (Vue.js, Angular or React)
Good understanding of Browser/DOM API (a.k.a. Vanilla JS)
Hands-on experience using modern JavaScript tooling and build systems
Familiarity with ES6+
Proficiency of git or a similar distributed SCM
Proficiency with Linux server management
Excellent communication and collaboration skills
Verbal and written communication skills in English

Join our team and you will have:
-

Attractive gross salary with an opportunity to choose the employment model and the net salary
(engagement through an agency or employment contract)
Your choice of Windows, Linux or Apple laptop
40hour working week with payed overtime
Training budget
Excellent office location in the city centre (Terazije)
Casual dress code, of course
Possibility to travel to foreign countries

If this sounds like something you can and want to do, please send us your resume (if possible with examples
of your work e.g. GitHub): eta.sateles@jakalounge.com. We look forward to hearing from you.

